The Perfect Ram Parent

1. Understands the team comes before the individual
2. Desires success for everyone in the program
3. Always build up the “Ram’s Basketball Family” and never tears it down
4. Respects and trusts coaching staff
5. Displays good sportsmanship—to the other team and to referees
6. Has a positive attitude toward coaches, players, and referees
7. Communicates concerns with coaches in a positive manner
8. Encourages daughter to work hard and be persistent
9. Works with coaches to bring about positive changes in daughter
10. Understands that being a part of this program is a privilege, not a right
11. Cares more about daughter’s progress in life than in basketball
12. Supports and encourages daughter in whatever role she is assigned

Your ability as a parent to model a team-first attitude will go a long way to making your daughter’s season a success. Anything you can do to improve on the qualities of a “Perfect Ram Parent,” will make the season more enjoyable for you, your daughter, and the entire program.